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Retinoic acid (RA) is a signaling molecule important for photoreceptor development in vertebrates. The purpose of this study was to examine
the mechanisms of the effects of RA upon developing rod and cone photoreceptors in the embryonic zebrafish. Exposure to exogenous RA
increased the number of photoreceptors expressing rod opsin and red cone opsin, and decreased the number of photoreceptors expressing the blue
and UV cone opsins, suggesting targeted effects of RA on photoreceptor development. RA exposure also increased opsin expression in individual
rods and red cones, but decreased opsin expression in individual blue and UV cones, as indicated by differences in the strength of opsin
hybridization in identified photoreceptors. RA exposure did not, however, significantly alter quantitative measures of photoreceptor pattern in a
manner expected for changes in photoreceptor fate. These observations collectively indicate that RA treatment does not affect photoreceptor fate,
but rather differentially influences opsin transcription in determined photoreceptors. An enzyme involved in RA synthesis, RALDH2, was
immunocytochemically localized to retinal progenitor cells and the retinal pigmented epithelium (RPE), suggesting the presence of RA in the
vicinity of developing photoreceptors. However, expression of an RA response element-driven transgene was restricted to the RPE, retinal
progenitors, and a small population of neurons in ventral retina, suggesting that the endogenous RA signaling system is spatially limited within the
eye.
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Retinoids are vitamin A metabolites that are vital signaling
components involved in vertebrate development (reviewed by
Means and Gudas, 1995; Durston et al., 1998; Ross et al.,
2000). The importance of vitamin A for the development and
maintenance of the visual system has been recognized since
Dowling’s (1964) observations of degenerative retinal pheno-
types in vitamin A-deprived rats. Furthermore, vitamin A has
important clinical applications in the treatment of retinal
degenerative disorders such as retinitis pigmentosa (Massof
and Finkelstein, 1993).
Retinoic acid (RA), a primary metabolite of vitamin A, is
known to affect early eye morphogenesis. For example,
pharmacological reduction of RA signaling in rats affects the0012-1606/$ - see front matter D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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E-mail address: dstenkam@uidaho.edu (D.L. Stenkamp).closure of the optic fissure by altering the expression pattern of
RA-dependent genes (Stull and Wikler, 2000). Treatment of
Xenopus embryos with RA can result in the complete lack of
eyes or in severe defects in retinal patterning (Eagleson et al.,
2001). In zebrafish, application of exogenous RA at a time
when optic primordia begin to develop, causes duplication of
the retina (Hyatt et al., 1992), or an expansion of retinal regions
expressing ventral retinal markers (Hyatt et al., 1996a).
Correspondingly, treatment with an RA synthesis inhibitor
selectively disrupts the development of ventral retina (Marsh-
Armstrong et al., 1994).
RA is also known to affect later events in ocular
development. Specifically, various animal and cell culture
models have indicated an important role of RA in regulating
the development of retinal photoreceptors. In vitro examina-
tions have revealed that RA increases differentiation and
survival of photoreceptors (chick; Stenkamp et al., 1993),
and biases progenitor cells toward the photoreceptor cell fate87 (2005) 157 – 167
www.e
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increases the number of cells that incorporate the thymidine
analog BrdU, suggesting that RA influences cells at the level of
cell cycle progression (Kelley et al., 1994). An influence of RA
on postmitotic cells is also indicated by studies using pellet
cultures of embryonic mouse retinal cells (Wallace and Jensen,
1999), in which RA accelerates photoreceptor differentiation.
Interestingly, in cultured retinal explants, retinoids stimulate
photoreceptor differentiation only in the absence of RPE; when
RPE is present, retinoids induce apoptosis (Soderpalm et al.,
2000), suggesting a role for RPE in either metabolizing
retinoids, or otherwise regulating their effects upon other
retinal cell types. Treatment of human retinoblastoma cell lines
with RA upregulates the transcription of several photoreceptor-
specific genes (Bernard and Klein, 1996; Boatright et al., 2002;
Li et al., 2002). Lastly, Hyatt et al. (1996b) demonstrated
selective effects of RA upon zebrafish photoreceptor develop-
ment in vivo: RA treatment stimulates rod differentiation but
delays cone maturation, whereas an inhibitor of RA synthesis
suppresses rod differentiation. These studies collectively
demonstrate that RA can influence disparate cellular aspects
of early and late ocular development. But although the
presence of RA synthesizing enzymes and RA receptors has
been demonstrated in the eye of numerous vertebrates (Marsh-
Armstrong et al., 1994; Mey et al., 1997; McCaffery et al.,
1999; Hoover et al., 2001; Mori et al., 2001; Azadi et al.,
2002), the signaling mechanisms through which RA achieves
its specific developmental effects remain unclear.
In the present study, we have addressed these issues by
investigating the mechanisms through which RA signaling
affects photoreceptor development in the zebrafish embryo.
The zebrafish retina contains rods and four classes of cones
(with red, green, blue, or UV spectral sensitivity) that can be
identified based upon gene expression and morphology
(Branchek and BreMiller, 1984; Raymond et al., 1995).
Photoreceptor recruitment takes place in a stereotyped pattern;
the first photoreceptors of each class differentiate in ventral
retina (a site that corresponds to the future site of the optic
disk), and the subsequent developmental waves follow a ‘‘fan
gradient,’’ from ventral to nasal, to dorsal, to temporal
(Raymond et al., 1995; Stenkamp et al., 1996; Schmitt and
Dowling, 1996; Hu and Easter, 1999). Effects of extracellular
signaling molecules on photoreceptor differentiation can be
assessed in zebrafish by how they influence the propagation of
each wave of retinal development (Stenkamp et al., 2000;
Stenkamp and Frey, 2003). Furthermore, zebrafish cone
photoreceptors are arranged in a subtype-specific, geometric
mosaic array and in specific phenotypic ratios that are evident
upon initial differentiation and that do not show topographical
variation (Larison and BreMiller, 1990; Raymond et al., 1993,
1995). Effects of extracellular signaling molecules on photo-
receptor (subtype) determination can therefore be assessed by
how they influence cone pattern and cone ratios (Stenkamp
et al., 2001).
Our results suggest a complex, but targeted, network of RA
effects upon photoreceptor development: RA treatment pro-
motes the differentiation of rods and red-sensitive cones,decreases that of blue and ultraviolet-sensitive cones, and has
negligible effect on green-sensitive cones. Because these
effects suggested a manipulation of photoreceptor fate, we
tested the hypothesis that exogenous RA regulates phenotype
selection at the level of unspecified photoreceptors by
performing pattern analysis on identified cone types following
RA treatment. Our data favor the alternative hypothesis that
RA treatment differentially regulates photoreceptor gene
transcription (i.e., opsin expression) in specified photorecep-
tors. Additionally, the cell-specific expression patterns of an
enzyme involved in RA synthesis, RALDH2, and of an RA
response element-driven transgene, indicated loci of direct RA
signaling remote from the majority of developing photorecep-
tors. Our results suggest that RA may regulate opsin expression
in specified zebrafish photoreceptors in vivo in a spatially
restricted manner.
Methods
Animals and tissue processing
Reproductively mature zebrafish were maintained in monitored aquatic
housing units on recirculating system water at 28.5-C. Embryos were collected
according to Westerfield (2000), with light onset considered to be zero hours
postfertilization (hpf) and embryonic age timed accordingly thereafter. In order
to inhibit melanin synthesis and keep embryos transparent for analysis,
embryos were treated with 0.003% phenothiourea (PTU) at 11 hpf (Westerfield,
2000).
A transgenic zebrafish line generated to examine the locations of RA
signaling was the gift of Elwood Linney (Duke University). These transgenic
fish contain RA response elements (RAREs), driving expression of a yellow
fluorescent protein reporter (YFP) gene (this line was referred to as RGnY;
Perz-Edwards et al., 2001). The transgenic DNA construct consists of three
copies of RAREs derived from the mouse RAR-beta gene, a zebrafish basal
promoter, an enhanced YFP sequence, an SV40 polyadenylation signal, and a
small t intron (Perz-Edwards et al., 2001). The zebrafish RAREs are identical in
sequence to mouse RAREs and have been shown to have identical function
(Nolte et al., 2003).
Stock solutions of all-trans RA and 9-cis RA (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) were
prepared in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and stored under nitrogen in the dark at
20-C. Embryos were manually dechorionated, and stock solution added to
embryo water at 1:1000, resulting in a final concentration of 0.3 AM unless
otherwise noted. This concentration was selected to be consistent with the
previous work of Hyatt et al. (1996b), and based upon preliminary dose–
response experiments revealing no additional effects at higher concentrations
(data not shown). Control embryos received equivalent volumes of DMSO.
Dechorionated embryos were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-
buffered, 5% sucrose for 1 h, and were then washed in phosphate-buffered, 5%
sucrose. Some embryos were then stored in 100% methanol, for analysis as
whole mounts, others were washed in increasing concentrations of sucrose,
cryoprotected overnight at 4-C in phosphate-buffered, 20% sucrose, then
embedded and frozen in a 1:2 solution of OCT medium (Sakura Finetek,
Torrance, CA): 20% sucrose, and sectioned at 3 Am, as described in Barthel and
Raymond (1990).
In situ hybridization and immunocytochemistry
The zebrafish opsin cDNAs, in pBK-CMV phagemid, were the gifts of
Thomas Vihtelic (University of Notre Dame). Digoxigenin (dig)-labeled
cRNA probes were prepared according to the Genius user guide (Roche,
Indianapolis, IN). In situ hybridizations were done according to Barthel and
Raymond (1993). In brief, tissue was rehydrated and treated with (10 Ag/ml)
proteinase K, dehydrated, and then hybridized overnight at 56-C with 1 mg/ml
probe in a hybridization solution containing 50% formamide. Hybridization
Fig. 1. Effects of RA on rod and cone opsin expression. Panels show lateral
views of whole-mounted eyes from DMSO-treated zebrafish embryos (A, C, E,
G) or embryos treated with RA (B, D, F, H) at 51 hpf and fixed at 75 hpf.
Embryos were hybridized with rod opsin riboprobes (A and B), red cone opsin
riboprobes (C and D), blue cone opsin riboprobes (E and F), or UV cone opsin
riboprobes (G and H). v, ventral (for all panels); scale bar = 40 Am; * indicates
slight damage to eye tissue during processing.
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(Roche), and a color reaction using the substrates 4-nitroblue tetrazolium
chloride and 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate (NBT/BCIP).
The anti-RALDH2 antibody (used at 1:100) was the gift of Peter McCaffery
(Shriver Institute, Massachusetts); zpr-1 (used at 1:200) was purchased from the
University of Oregon zebrafish monoclonal stock center; rabbit polyclonal anti-
GFP antibody (used at 1:1000) was purchased from Torrey Pines Biolabs
(Houston, TX). The green and blue opsin antibodies (each used at 1:250) were
the gifts of Thomas Vihtelic (University of Notre Dame). Immunocytochem-
istry was performed as described (Stenkamp et al., 2000). In brief, tissue was
blocked for 30 min in 20% goat serum, then incubated with primary antibody
overnight at 4-C, washed in phosphate-buffered saline containing 0.05% Triton
X-100 (Sigma), then incubated with Cy3- or fluorescein-conjugated secondary
antibody (Jackson Immunoresearch) at 1:200 for 90 min at room temperature
(sections) or overnight at 4-C (whole mounts).
Photography and statistics
Tissue was mounted in glycerol, or in glycerol containing phenylenedia-
mine for preservation of fluorescence, and viewed under brightfield (whole
mounts), Nomarski (sections), and/or epifluorescence optics on a Leica DMR
compound microscope. Images were collected using a Spot digital camera. In
some cases, images collected under different optical conditions were super-
imposed using the Fmerge image_ function in the Spot camera software.
Photoreceptors in the embryonic zebrafish differentiate in a spatiotemporal
wave that begins in a ventral patch, spreads nasally, and then across the entire
retina (Raymond et al., 1995). Eyes of treated vs. untreated embryos were
scored based upon the extent of photoreceptor opsin labeling, according to this
stereotyped pattern, using the stages defined by Raymond et al. (1995). The
stages are based on the number of opsin-expressing cells such that a higher
stage would have greater spatial extent of photoreceptor recruitment with a
greater number of opsin-expressing cells. v2 analysis was used to test if
differences in the scored stages were statistically significant; the null hypothesis
was that there was no difference in the percentage of eyes at the different stages
of photoreceptor recruitment between RA-treated and control embryos.
Appropriate images of a stage micrometer were used to measure diameters
of labeled cells in images of the retina. Student’s t test was used to determine if
there was any significant difference in diameters of labeled cells between RA-
treated and control embryos.
Starting material for pattern analysis consisted of either theoretical patterns
based upon the known cone mosaic, or images (representing 4040 Am2) of
whole mounted embryo eyes from either control or RA-treated embryos that
had been processed for in situ hybridization or immunocytochemistry.
Identified cells were assigned unique, coplanar (x, y) coordinate values by
using ScionImage (Frederick, MD) software. The following three methods were
then used to quantitatively analyze the resultant patterns, using custom software
(Stenkamp et al., 2001; Cameron and Carney, 2004): nearest neighbor distance
analysis (Cook, 1996); density recovery profile analysis (Rodieck, 1991); and
quadrant analysis (Grieg-Smith, 1964; Stenkamp et al., 2001). Further
information on these methods appears in the Supplemental Text.
Results
Effects of RA on rod and cone photoreceptor differentiation
The effects of RA exposure on differentiation of rod
photoreceptors and the four spectral classes of cones in the
zebrafish were investigated. Embryos were exposed to exog-
enous all-trans or 9-cis RA continuously from 51–75 hpf,
during which time there are both proliferative photoreceptor
progenitors and postmitotic, differentiating photoreceptors
(Nawrocki et al., 1985; Raymond et al., 1995). Time points
beyond 75 hpf were excluded from the analysis because of
substantial technical difficulty in the application of the whole
mount in situ hybridization/visualization methodology (seeMethods). Consistent with the results of Hyatt et al. (1996b),
embryos treated with either all-trans or 9-cis RA contained
more rod opsin-expressing cells than their control counterparts
(Figs. 1A, B). RA-treated embryos also contained a greater
number of red cone opsin-expressing cells than controls (Figs.
1C, D) (the red cone opsin cRNA used here corresponds to
LWS-2, the first of two red cone opsin genes expressed in
zebrafish retina; Takechi and Kawamura, 2005). To determine
the effects of RA exposure on green cones, we used indirect
immunofluorescence with a green cone antibody; this antibody
likely identifies the gene product of RH2-1, the first of four
green cone opsin genes expressed in zebrafish retina (Vihtelic
et al., 1999; Takechi and Kawamura, 2005). These studies
indicated no significant effect of RA exposure upon cones
expressing green opsin (data not shown). However, RA
treatment also resulted in decreases in the number of cells
expressing the blue or UV cone opsins (Figs. 1E–H). These
results indicated differential effects of RA treatment upon
zebrafish photoreceptor development in vivo.
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photoreceptor development, retinas were scored according to
the stages of photoreceptor recruitment, such that higher stages
correspond to the presence of more opsin-expressing photo-
receptors (Raymond et al., 1995; see Methods). Frequency
distributions of the scores derived for the retinas analyzed in this
study are provided in Fig. 2. For a given absolute developmental
time point, retinas from RA-treated embryos were at higher
stages of recruitment for rods and red cones, and at lower stages
for blue cones and UV cones, compared to untreated controls.
m2 analysis of the frequency distributions obtained for rods
indicated that the null hypothesis (i.e., that RA had no effect on
stage of photoreceptors recruitment as indicated by the number
of photoreceptors) was rejected at the 5% level for all-trans RA
exposure, and at the 10% level for 9-cis RA exposure (Table 1).
RA (all-trans and 9-cis) also significantly affects red cone
recruitment (P < 0.05, m2 analysis; Table 1). Green cone
recruitment was not significantly affected for 9-cis RA
treatment but all-trans RA treatment affected green cone
recruitment at the 10% level (Table 1). The null hypothesis
could also be rejected for the results of 9-cis and all-trans
exposure for blue and UV cones (P < 0.05, m2 analysis; Table
1). Because 9-cis and all-trans RA treatment showed largely
similar effects, and because all-trans RA is a ligand only for
RARs (which typically influence gene expression through
interaction with RXRs; Glass, 1996), these effects are inferred
to be mediated by RAR/RXR heterodimers. These findings also
confirm that the observed effects of RA on photoreceptors are
statistically significant, and may arise from differential effects
upon either the selection of ultimate photoreceptor fate (e.g., red
vs. blue cone), or the temporal dynamics of photoreceptor
development, such that the development of rods and red cones
is accelerated, but the development of blue and UV cones is
slowed.Fig. 2. Fractions of eyes at different stages of photoreceptor recruitment after RA or
treated control embryos. Middle row: eyes from all-trans RA-treated embryos. Bottom
show results for rods, red cones, green cones, blue cones, and UV cones. Stages 6 and
treatment/riboprobe combination are indicated parenthetically in each panel (the numEffects of RA on rod and cone photoreceptor phenotypic fate
Two-dimensional pattern analyses were performed to test the
hypothesis that RA-induced increases in rod opsin- and red
opsin-expressing cells, coincident with the decreases in blue
opsin- and UVopsin-expressing cells, were the result of changes
in photoreceptor phenotypic fate. Cone photoreceptors in the
zebrafish retina are arranged in a highly regular, two-dimen-
sional mosaic in which each spectral cone type occupies a
stereotypical position (Raymond et al., 1995), and the regularity
of this mosaic is apparent upon initial cone differentiation in the
embryo (Larison and BreMiller, 1990). Any switches in cone
phenotype would therefore be reflected by abnormalities in the
cone pattern, and theoretical analysis has confirmed that modest
switches in cell fate, even those less than 5%, can be detected by
nearest neighbor distance analysis (NND; see Supplemental
Figs. 1 and 2). Specifically, the conformity ratios derived from
NND analyses of modeled cone patterns (Cook, 1996) predict-
ably decreased as a function of fractional cone fate switches, and
were therefore a reliable indicator of cone type repertoires (i.e.,
cone fate decisions) that deviate from those of normal retina (see
Supplemental Figs. 1 and 2).
We wished to confirm that our techniques were also likely to
detect pattern abnormalities in small sample sizes (such as those
obtained from the spatially limited, optically coplanar area of a
zebrafish embryo eye). Therefore, we generated and analyzed
theoretical fate change patterns resulting from cone fate changes
(UV to red or rod, and blue to red or rod). The theoretical fate
change patterns all generated NND data distinct from that of the
normal pattern, most evident as reduced conformity ratios that
were in most cases correlated with the percentage fate switch
(Table 2 and Supplemental Figs. 1 and 2).
NND analysis was applied to cone photoreceptor patterns
derived from control and RA-treated embryos. Although rodsa control treatment at 51 hpf and fixation at 75 hpf. Top row: eyes from DMSO-
row: eyes from 9-cis RA-treated embryos. Columns of panels, from left to right,
7 have been binned together in this figure. The numbers of eyes analyzed for each
ber of embryos analyzed in each case is approximately half the number of eyes).
Table 1
v2 analysis of the effects of RA on photoreceptor recruitmenta
Rods Red cones Green conesb Blue cones UV cones
Treatment AT-RAc 9-cis RA AT-RA 9-cis RA AT-RA 9-cis RA AT-RA 9-cis RA AT-RA 9-cis RA
P value 0.0012 0.0508 0.0005 0.018 0.089 0.2639 0.0446 0.0253 0.0041 0.0003
a Analysis was based upon fraction of eyes in each treatment, assigned to each photoreceptor recruitment stage (see Fig. 2).
b Detected by indirect immunofluorescence for green opsin; all others detected by in situ hybridization for a specific opsin.
c AT-RA, all-trans retinoic acid.
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affected by photoreceptor fate change, embryonic rods were
present at too low a density for pattern analysis to be feasible.
The patterns of each cone type, seen in RA-treated embryos
were not different from those of control embryos (Table 3).
Most importantly, the conformity ratios of RA-treated patterns
predicted fate changes of 0% (see Supplemental Fig. 2B and
compare to Table 2), indicating an apparent absence of RA-
dependent changes in cone fates.
As an additional test of the phenotypic fate change
hypothesis, we performed double immunocytochemical experi-
ments on RA-treated and control embryos, using the following
combination of antibodies: zpr-1, which selectively labels red
and green-sensitive double cones (Larison and BreMiller,
1990), and a polyclonal antibody against zebrafish blue opsin
(Fig. 3). We selected these markers in part because of the
experimental simplicity of this immunocytochemical approach,
and more importantly because the theoretical studies revealed
that cross-correlative NND analysis of double vs. single cones
was highly reliable at detecting cone fate changes (see
Supplemental Fig. 2B). Eyes of RA-treated embryos displayed
evidence of effects of RA on photoreceptors: the spatial extent
of zpr-1 immunoreactivity, and thus the extent of red and/or
green cone recruitment, was more widespread than in controls;Table 2
Auto-correlative and cross-correlative pattern analysis of theoretical retinal
cone mosaics resulting from photoreceptor fate change in small sample sizes
Cone type Image type # of cells % fate
change
NNDa CRb
Auto-correlation
Red Control 69 n/a 1.80 6.36
Fate change 1 81 17 1.48 3.29
Fate change 2 85 23 1.40 3.02
Fate change 3 88 28 1.36 3.09
Blue Control 34 n/a 3.00 8.37
Fate change 1 22 35 3.08 7.72
Fate change 2 15 47 3.60 4.38
Fate change 3 18 56 3.78 4.37
Cross-correlation
R/Gc to blue Control 137 (R/G) n/a 1.40 3.44
Fate change 1 149 (R/G) 9 2.00 2.12
Fate change 2 153 (R/G) 12 2.20 2.22
Fate change 3 156 (R/G) 14 2.60 2.00
Blue to R/G Control 34 (blue) n/a 1.20 3.44
Fate change 1 22 (blue) 35 1.80 1.95
Fate change 2 18 (blue) 47 2.20 2.22
Fate change 3 15 (blue) 56 2.40 1.80
a NND, nearest neighbor distance, arbitrary units (theoretical patterns).
b CR, conformity ratio.
c R/G, red- and green-sensitive double cones.while the spatial extent of immunoreactive blue cones was
reduced compared to controls (data not shown). Regions of
these retinas that contained both labels were subjected to cross-
correlative NND pattern analysis to test for spatial interdepen-
dence between the different photoreceptor types (see Supple-
mental Text). In contrast to the considerable reduction in
cross-correlative conformity ratios generated by fate changes
in theoretical patterns (Supplemental Fig. 2B and Table 2), RA
treatment did not affect the degree of cone spatial interdepen-
dence in zebrafish eyes; the decrease in conformity ratios in
the RA-treated samples does not correspond to a significant
fate change (Table 3, Supplemental Fig. 2B). Furthermore, this
decrease in conformity ratios is not statistically significant
(R/G to blue, P = 0.53; blue to R/G, P = 0.68). Another
potential indicator of RA-dependent cone fate switching –
cones coincidently labeled with both antibody markers – was
never observed. Collectively, these results do not support the
hypothesis that exogenous RA influences in vivo photorecep-
tor fate in the developing zebrafish.
Effects of RA on rod and cone opsin transcription
The effects of RA exposure on photoreceptor recruitment, as
described above, are also consistent with the alternative
hypothesis that RA differentially influences gene transcriptionTable 3
Auto-correlative and cross-correlative pattern analysis for experimental retinal
cone patterns in control and all-trans RA-treated zebrafish embryos
Cone type Treatment Mean NNDa Mean CRb Predicted
fate changec
Auto-correlation
Redd Control 5.33 T 0.28 5.09 T 1.3 0%
RA 4.79 T 0.21 4.95 T 1.1
Green Control 4.57 T 2.12 2.68 T 1.7 n/a
RA 5.32 T 0.89 4.57 T 2.6
Blued Control 7.10 T 2.61 4.43 T 0.8 0%
RA 5.78 T 0.59 4.40 T 0.5
UVd Control 5.13 T 0.59 3.29 T 1.2 n/a
RA 5.25 (n = 1) 3.68 (n = 1)
Cross-correlation
R/Ge to blue Control 4.35 T 1.31 2.85 T 0.6 1%
RA 4.49 T 0.92 2.56 T 0.6
Blue to R/G Control 3.98 T 1.27 2.93 T 0.7 1%
RA 3.88 T 0.92 2.74 T 0.6
a NND, nearest neighbor distance, in Am, TSD.
b CR, conformity ratio, TSD.
c Prediction based upon results in Table 2, and in Supplemental Fig. 2.
d Cones were detected by in situ hybridization for a specific cone opsin; in
other cases, indirect immunofluorescence techniques were used.
e R/G, zpr-1-positive red- and green-sensitive double cones.
Fig. 3. Whole mount double immunocytochemistry using a combination of the
zpr-1 (red/green cones) antibody (green fluorescence) and a blue cone opsin
antibody (red fluorescence). Regions of whole mounted eye from DMSO-
treated control embryos (A) and from RA-treated embryos (B), showing cells
stained by each antibody. Embryos were treated at 51 hpf and fixed at 75 hpf.
Scale bar = 10 Am.
Fig. 4. Effects of RA on diameters of labeled photoreceptors, shown as a
percent of photoreceptor diameters in control embryos. Embryos were treated a
51 hpf and fixed at 75 hpf. Rods and red cones, hybridized with a specific opsin
riboprobe, have larger labeled diameters in RA-treated vs. control embryos
while hybridized blue and UV cones have smaller labeled diameters. The
labeled diameters of zpr-1-positive red and green cones do not change as a
consequence of RA treatment.
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direct test of this hypothesis, in vivo, would require quantitative
PCR or a similar method, based on material collected from a
single photoreceptor. We instead used an indirect approach,
based upon our initial impression that RA treatment resulted in
differences in the strength of label present in the photoreceptors,
making some photoreceptors appear larger or smaller than
others (see Fig. 1). To assess relative strength of labeling, we
measured the diameters of labeled photoreceptors in RA-treated
vs. untreated embryos. This analysis revealed that RA-treated
embryos had significantly larger-diameter, labeled red cones
(Fig. 4; 2.63 T 0.12 Am for RA-treated vs. 2.20 T 0.10 Am for
controls; P = 0.01). However, RA-treated embryos also had
significantly smaller-diameter, labeled blue cones (Fig. 4; 2.07 T
0.23 Am for RA-treated vs. 2.57 T 0.21 Am for controls; P =
0.05) and labeled UV cones (Fig. 4; 2.10 T 0.20 Am for RA-
treated vs. 2.57 T 0.15 Am for controls; P = 0.03). Labeled
rods were also consistently larger in RA-treated embryos, but
this difference was statistically significant only at the 10% level
(Fig. 4; 3.20 T 0.53 Am for RA-treated vs. 2.40 T 0.10 Am for
controls; P = 0.06). These results can be interpreted in at least
two ways. Firstly, RA may have influenced actual growth of the
photoreceptor cells. Alternatively, RA may have influenced the
rate of production of the mRNA present in the cell, resulting in
cells that are differentially loaded with hybridization reaction
product. We favor the latter interpretation because the diameters
of cells labeled with the zpr-1 antibody, which does not label
opsin protein but a cell surface epitope on red and green cones
(Larison and BreMiller, 1990), were virtually identical in RA-
treated vs. control embryos (Fig. 4; 2.20 T 0.14 Am for RA-
treated vs. 2.27 T 0.22 Am for controls; P = 0.65; see also Fig.
3). We note, however, that the apparently smaller size of
individual blue opsin-labeled cones in RA-treated embryos
(Fig. 3) may have resulted either from the presence of less blue-
sensitive opsin protein, or from decreased growth of blue cones,
as low levels of mRNA do not necessarily predict low levels of
the corresponding protein. In any case, the effects of exogenous
RA are phenotype-specific, and either promote (rods and red
cones) or inhibit (blue cones and UV cones) photoreceptor
differentiation.
Expression pattern of dorsal RA-synthesizing enzyme, RALDH2
In order to identify endogenous cellular sources of RA in the
developing zebrafish retina, we performed immunocytochem-ical analyses of zebrafish embryos using an antibody against
retinaldehyde dehydrogenase 2 (RALDH2). Fig. 5 shows that,
at 45 hpf, 52 hpf, and 80 hpf, RALDH2 immunoreactivity is
present in the neuroepithelial cells and in some developing
photoreceptors in the dorsal retina, as well as in the RPE. The
level of RALDH2 labeling apparently increased from 45 hpf to
80 hpf. These results indicate that at least one mechanism of
RA synthesis is present in the developing zebrafish retina, and
is localized to distinct populations of cells that include some
photoreceptors. Both the ventral and the dorsal regions of the
embryonic zebrafish retina are known to each contain a
biochemically distinct enzyme that synthesizes RA (Marsh-
Armstrong et al., 1994), but molecular markers for the ventral
enzyme are not available.
Expression pattern of RARE-driven YFP in transgenic embryos
In order to identify endogenous mechanisms of RA signaling
in the retina, and to assign the mechanisms to particular cellular
populations, we examined the expression pattern of a RARE-
driven YFP transgene in transgenic embryos (Perz-Edwards et
al., 2001). In these transgenic fish, the YFP reporter gene is
expressed in cells that contain the necessary components for
activation of RAREs, such as RA itself and functional RARs.
Transgene expression has previously been demonstrated within
the eyes of live embryos (Perz-Edwards et al., 2001).
The cell-specific expression of the RARE-driven YFP
transgene was examined with an anti-GFP antibody. At 45
hpf, the transgene is expressed by neuroepithelial cells in
ventral retina (Fig. 6A). At 52 hpf, the transgene is expressed
by ventral neuroepithelial cells, ventral developing neurons,
and by the RPE (Fig. 6B). At 52 hpf, we also detected
expression in some dorsal neuroepithelial cells. Unexpectedly,
after 52 hpf, the expression of the transgene in the dorsal retina
is reduced (Figs. 6C, D), even though RA synthesis continues
in the dorsal retina (see Fig. 5; Marsh-Armstrong et al., 1994).
To determine if the transgene is expressed in differentiated
photoreceptors, we performed double immunocytochemicalt
,
Fig. 5. Sectioned zebrafish embryo eyes processed for immunocytochemistry with an anti-RALDH2 (dorsal retinal RA synthesizing enzyme) antibody (red
fluorescence). Embryos were fixed at 45 hpf (A), 52 hpf (B), and 80 hpf (C). The antibody labels neuroepithelial cells (large arrowheads) and a few developing
neurons, including photoreceptors (arrows), in dorsal retina. At 52 and at 80 hpf, some staining is also evident in ventral retina, throughout the RPE (small
arrowheads), and in extraocular locations. v, ventral (in all panels); scale bar = 40 Am.
S.N. Prabhudesai et al. / Developmental Biology 287 (2005) 157–167 163analyses using the anti-GFP antibody and the zpr-1 antibody.
At 52 hpf, we observed a few cones in the ventral retina that
expressed both markers (Fig. 6E). In the material derived from
65 hpf embryos, we did not observe any colabeled photo-
receptors (Fig. 6F). At 80 hpf, however, differentiated
photoreceptors that were colabeled with both antibodies were
observed (Fig. 6G).
Our results suggest that endogenous RA signaling mechan-
isms are located predominantly in the ventral retinal progenitor
cells, the RPE, and in a small number of ventral retinal
neurons, including only a few photoreceptors. These results
further suggest that the dominant mechanism through which
RA affects photoreceptor differentiation in vivo involves a
spatially restricted cell population, and perhaps cell types other
than photoreceptors.Fig. 6. Sectioned eyes derived from embryonic zebrafish, transgenic for a RARE-dri
(C and F), and 80 hpf (D and G). (A–D) Immunocytochemistry using an anti-GFP
and a few developing neurons in marginal regions, as well as the RPE (small arrowhe
Labeling in the dorsal retina decreases after 52 hpf. (E–G) Double immunocytoch
(green fluorescence). Colocalization of the two antibodies (yellow fluorescence) was
(in all panels); scale bar = 40 Am.Discussion
Targeted effects of RA on photoreceptor differentiation
Retinoic acid treatment clearly influences photoreceptor
development, and in the zebrafish, the nature of the influence
depends upon photoreceptor phenotype. Our results largely
agree with those of Hyatt et al. (1996b), who demonstrated
precocious development of rod photoreceptors and delayed
maturation of cone photoreceptors in the continued presence
of exogenous RA. We have extended those findings by testing
the effects of RA on specific photoreceptor types over the
developmental period corresponding to initial photoreceptor
determination and differentiation. RA specifically promotes
rod- and red cone-specific opsin expression, while apparentlyven YFP transgene. Embryos were fixed at 45 hpf (A), 52 hpf (B and E), 65 hpf
antibody (red fluorescence) shows that neuroepithelial cells (large arrowheads)
ads), express the transgene and are therefore likely influenced by RA signaling.
emistry using the anti-GFP antibody and the zpr-1 (red/green cones) antibody
found in a few ventral photoreceptors at 52 hpf and 80 hpf (arrows). v, ventral
Fig. 7. Comparison of the roles of nuclear receptor signaling during
photoreceptor development in mouse and zebrafish; high levels of nuclear
receptor signaling favor increases in expression of longer wavelength-sensitive
opsins in both cases. (A) In mouse, protocones (not yet expressing opsin genes)
influenced by high levels of nuclear receptor signaling, express high levels of M-
opsin and low levels of S-opsin, while those not influenced by nuclear receptor
signaling express high levels of S-opsin and low levels of M-opsin (TRbeta2 or
RXRgamma; Ng et al., 2001; Roberts et al., 2005). (B) In zebrafish, cone
photoreceptors are structurally as well as molecularly specialized, and a single
cone type has not been demonstrated to have the capacity to express more than
one opsin (but see Cheng and Novales Flamarique, 2004). In the presence of
high levels of nuclear receptor signaling, rods and red cones increase expression
of rod opsin and red cone opsin, while blue and UV cones decrease expression of
blue and UV cone opsin.
S.N. Prabhudesai et al. / Developmental Biology 287 (2005) 157–167164downregulating opsins expressed by blue- and UV-sensitive
photoreceptors. RA is synthesized in ventral retina at a time
when photoreceptors are first generated in that location
(Marsh-Armstrong et al., 1994; see also McCaffery et al.,
1992). Endogenous, high levels of RA in ventral retina may
therefore influence the sequence in which photoreceptor-
specific gene expression takes place in that area. Because
the apparent effect of RA is to accelerate rod and red cone
differentiation, and decelerate blue and UV cone differentia-
tion, it is not surprising that the sequence of opsin expression
observed in untreated zebrafish and goldfish embryos is rod,
red, green, blue, UV (Raymond et al., 1995; Stenkamp et al.,
1996; Schmitt et al., 1999), and in RA-treated embryos, this
sequence is exaggerated.
Exogenous RA does not regulate photoreceptor fate
There is considerable debate in the literature regarding the
mechanisms by which RA influences photoreceptor develop-
ment. Clear effects of retinoids on gene transcription have
been demonstrated in immortalized cell culture models (Li et
al., 2002; Boatright et al., 2002), but a role in retinal cell fate
determination has been more controversial. Both primary cell
culture (Kelley et al., 1994) and in vivo experiments (Kelley
et al., 1999) have shown that RA may favor the photoreceptor
phenotype over that of other retinal cells in rat. However,
experiments in other animal models have suggested that RA
affects other aspects of photoreceptor development. For
example, cultured mouse retinal cells respond to RA by
accelerating the rate at which they express rod opsin (Wallace
and Jensen, 1999), and RA treatment of chick retinal cultures
primarily promotes photoreceptor survival (Stenkamp et al.,
1993). In our in vivo experiments using the zebrafish, we
have not observed overt, RA-dependent effects upon the
differentiation of retinal cell types other than photoreceptors
(data not shown), consistent with the findings of Hyatt et al.
(1996b) and, as above, arguing against a role for RA in
influencing cell fate. However, over the time of embryonic
photoreceptor development, we did observe striking, differ-
ential effects of RA treatment on the different classes of
photoreceptor, suggesting that RA may promote specific cone
phenotypes.
Genetic manipulation of nuclear receptors that form hetero-
dimers with the RXRs, and of the RXRs themselves, results in
changes in the ratios of photoreceptors that express specific
opsins (Haider et al., 2000; Ng et al., 2001; Roberts et al.,
2005). These receptors may therefore act as Fphenotypic
switches_ that control photoreceptor fate. We therefore tested
the hypothesis that RA, which acts via nuclear receptors, may
influence photoreceptor phenotype. If RA truly favors the red
cone fate over the blue or UV cone fate, this effect would be
reflected by irregularities in the cone mosaic. Pattern analysis
of singly- and doubly-labeled whole mounted eyes revealed no
such irregularities in RA-treated embryos. Furthermore, the
spatiotemporal spread of photoreceptor differentiation ob-
served in RA-treated eyes resembled patterns observed at later
(in the case of rods and red cones) or earlier (in the case of blueand UV cones) developmental time points (Figs. 1 and 2).
These observations suggest that RA induced specified photo-
receptors to express phenotype-specific genes earlier (in the
case of rods and red cones) or later (in the case of blue and UV
cones) in their developmental trajectories, rather than switching
their intrinsic phenotype.
In pursuit of this idea, we measured the diameters of
labeled, identified rods and cones in RA-treated and -untreated
eyes, with the presumption that any differences would reflect
either an effect of RA on cell growth, or on the total quantity of
hybridized mRNA within that cell. These results supported the
hypothesis that RA influences differentiation in specified
cones, perhaps by increasing/decreasing transcription of
phenotype-specific genes.
Our interpretations are consistent with the predicted func-
tions of nuclear receptors in mouse retina (Haider et al., 2000;
Ng et al., 2001; Roberts et al., 2005). In the mouse, the
majority of individual cone photoreceptors express both of the
mouse cone opsin genes, M-opsin and S-opsin (Applebury et
al., 2000; Shupe et al., in press), and nuclear receptor signaling
may serve as a Ftoggle_ mechanism that regulates the ratio of
the different opsins within each cone (Fig. 7A; Roberts et al.,
2005). In a conceptually similar manner, RA signaling in the
S.N. Prabhudesai et al. / Developmental Biology 287 (2005) 157–167 165zebrafish retina appears to regulate the ratios of different
opsins, but across the population of cones that are each already
specified to express a particular, single opsin (Fig. 7B). Such a
mechanism may also be involved in the decrease in UV
sensitivity that occurs in salmonids in response to increased
nuclear receptor signaling (Browman and Hawryshyn, 1992,
1994).
The endogenous RA signaling system in zebrafish retina
Our studies have verified that the critical components of the
native RA signaling pathway are present within the zebrafish
retina, and with a cell-specific expression pattern consistent
with an endogenous role for RA in regulating photoreceptor
differentiation. RA-synthesizing enzymes have been biochem-
ically localized to dorsal and ventral embryonic retina (Marsh-
Armstrong et al., 1994), indicating that the capacity to generate
RA is present in these locations. We have identified the cell
types in developing zebrafish retina that express at least one of
these enzymes as dorsal retinal neuroepithelial cells, dorsal
photoreceptors, and the RPE. It will be important to determine
whether similar cell types may be involved in RA synthesis in
ventral retina (see also Marsh-Armstrong et al., 1994). These
results are interpreted as indicating that relatively high
concentrations of RA are likely to be associated with these,
and surrounding, cells.
The restricted expression pattern of RARE-driven YFP
transgenes in the zebrafish, in contrast, was unexpected. Only
ventral progenitor cells, ventral neurons, and the RPE exhibited
expression of the transgene, indicating that endogenous RA
signaling mechanisms are operational only within these cells.
The reduced expression of the transgene in the dorsal retina
was especially surprising, because at least one of the
components required for RA signaling, RA itself, is likely to
be present at this location. The functional significance of this
observation is not clear, but suggests complex, spatiotemporal
dynamics for RA signaling mechanisms in the developing
zebrafish retina.
The restricted expression pattern of the RARE-driven
transgene may be explained by any or all of the following
factors: the presence of RA binding proteins (Mey et al., 2001)
in the dorsal retina; a lack of functional RARs or of positive
regulatory elements; or the presence of repressors (Loinder
and Soderstrom, 2003). We note that although the predomi-
nant nuclear receptors localized to developing vertebrate
photoreceptors are RXRs and thyroid hormone receptors
(TRs; Ng et al., 2001; Roberts et al., 2005), RXR-TR
heterodimers are not generally responsive to all-trans RA or
even to 9-cis RA (reviewed by Glass, 1996). Although weak
expression of an RAR, RARalpha, is observed throughout the
retinas of mice, at all developmental stages (Mori et al., 2001),
expression of a RARE-driven transgene in mice is topograph-
ically restricted (Stull and Wikler, 2000), suggesting that not
all of these RARs are active. These findings collectively
indicate the existence of molecular regulatory mechanisms that
result in cellular and topographical restriction of RA signaling
in vertebrate retinas.It is intriguing that the only photoreceptors displaying
molecular components of endogenous RA signaling are those
likely to be the first photoreceptors to differentiate (Raymond
et al., 1995; Schmitt and Dowling, 1996; Stenkamp et al.,
1996). It is possible that only these early photoreceptors are
influenced by native RA signaling mechanisms. Alternatively,
these early photoreceptors may be the source of an RA-
regulated secondary signal that is, in turn, propagated across
the developing sheet of photoreceptors. Another alternative is
that the RPE may provide the source of an RA-regulated
secondary signal that influences photoreceptor differentiation.
The RPE is known to be the source of differentiation and cell
survival cues for photoreceptors, such as the signaling protein
sonic hedgehog (Levine et al., 1997; Stenkamp et al., 2000); it
will be interesting to test whether any of these may be regulated
by RA signaling in vivo.
Functional significance of RA effects upon photoreceptors
What is the adaptive significance of these effects of RA?
Teleost rod photoreceptors are established from a progenitor
lineage that includes additional rounds of cell division
compared to the cone lineage (Otteson et al., 2001), resulting
in rod cell birth occurring after cone cell birth (Johns and
Fernald, 1981). However, in zebrafish and goldfish, rods are the
first photoreceptors to express opsin genes (Raymond et al.,
1995; Stenkamp et al., 1996). Perhaps a mechanism that favors
rapid development of rods has been selected for, in order to
generate sufficiently sensitive visual capacity early in embryo-
genesis. Zebrafish have recordable ERGs and behavioral
responses to visual stimuli at 3 dpf (Branchek, 1984; Easter
and Nicola, 1996), the same developmental point at which we
evaluated the effects of RA. Interestingly, however, the rod
contribution to visual responses is negligible in zebrafish larvae,
even in scotopic conditions (Bilotta et al., 2001), suggesting
little or no visual advantage for the rapid differentiation of rods.
One alternative explanation considers the speculative role
proposed for red cones in organizing the zebrafish cone mosaic
(Stenkamp and Cameron, 2002; Raymond and Barthel, 2004).
The orderly mosaic of the teleost fish retina bears a resemblance
to the crystalline photoreceptor mosaic of the fruit fly; the fly
retinal mosaic is established by an early-differentiating Ffounder
photoreceptor_ that sets up spacing between mosaic units and
initiates signaling interactions that promote the differentiation
of other photoreceptor types at specific positions relative to the
founder (Banerjee and Zipursky, 1990). Because the red cones
are the first cones to differentiate in some teleosts (Raymond et
al., 1995; Stenkamp et al., 1996), they have been considered as
candidates for the role of founder photoreceptor (Wan and
Stenkamp, 2000; Raymond and Barthel, 2004). Our results
suggest that RA signaling may be important for promoting the
more rapid differentiation of the red cone photoreceptor as
compared to other cone types. This mechanism may therefore
ensure that that putative founder cell of the cone mosaic – the
red cone – is available to orchestrate subsequent patterning
interactions. A test of this hypothesis is underway using RA
signaling knockdown methods.
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